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Answer each of the following questions as succinctly and as scholarly as possible.  Please 

typewrite all written assignments. 

 

1. The Christian Teacher's Triad represents the three areas of human experience.  What are 

these three areas?  Identify three characteristics of each. 

2. There should be a proper balance of the teacher's triad or else there results a dilemma.  

Describe the distorted result when too much emphasis is placed on each domain of the 

triad. 

3. Name the four things a Christian teacher can focus on in helping learners to think? 

4. The textbook suggests five ways a Christian teacher can help learners to respond and 

value (the humanistic approach).  What are they? 

5. What is the basic definition of motivation?  Make a distinction between general and 

specific motivation. 

6. What is the difference between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation?  Give an example of 

each. 

7. When is extrinsic motivation important?  What is the importance of intrinsic motivation? 

8. Motivation can be based on meeting personal needs.  Abraham Maslow established a 

hierarchy of needs.  Identify the four deficiency needs and the four growth needs. 

9. Explain motivation in the classroom according to the three systems of learning theory. 

10. Jesus integrated five motivational principles in his teachings.  What were they? 

11. A teacher's personality helps to determine the climate of the classroom.  Identify four 

critical personality factors.  Which factor is most often considered to describe good 

teachers? 

12. Identify five key teacher behaviors that affect classroom climate. 

13. Classroom climate is affected by how teachers ask questions.  Name six key issues in 

questioning. 

14. What are some of the effects of competition and cooperation in the classroom? 

15. What is an objective test?  What are four types of test questions which reflect objective 

tests? 

16. What are the advantages and disadvantages of essay tests? 

17. Name the five characteristics of the students of Jesus which were elaborated upon in the 

textbook. 

18. The author of our textbook listed six characteristics of Jesus as a teacher.  What were 

they? 

19. Name ten effective teaching approaches that Jesus utilized. 

20. A great distinction between secular teaching and Christian teaching is the work of the 

Holy Spirit.  Identify three ways in which the work of the Holy Spirit goes beyond human 

effort. 


